
Appendix 2: Identified risks for the Council and proposed mitigation (this forms part of the full risk assessment carried

out as part of the application process)

Risks Description Owner Probability Impact Mitigation

Project slippage due to delay in start

date

Programme

Sponsor

High Medium Close liaison with DWP to ensure realisation of

start date. Re-profiling to reflect any project

slippage through Change Request process.

Close monitoring of the project with gateway

reviews of the project against forecasts to ensure

action is taken should the project slip. This will be

monitored through the steering group of the

project and an action plan will be followed at

various gateways should the programme not be

performing. Actions to include mitigation,

remedial or ultimately termination if all options

exhausted.

Failure to secure match funding leading

to reduced funding or termination of

funding.

Programme

Manager

Medium High Close engagement and monitoring of the

services providing match funding to ensure

match is achieved. Project gateway reviews to

assess against forecasts to ensure action is

taken should the project match slip. Re-profiling

to reflect any project match slippage through

Change Request process.



Funding or project failure due to

programme underperformance leading

to reduced funding or termination of

funding.

Programme

Sponsor

Medium High Close monitoring of the project with gateway

reviews of the project against forecasts to ensure

action is taken should the project slip. Re-

profiling to reflect any project slippage through

Change Request process. This will be monitored

through the steering group of the project and an

action plan will be followed at various gateways

should the programme not be performing. Actions

to include mitigation, remedial or ultimately

termination if all options exhausted.

Outputs not achieved leading to a

reduction in funding

Programme

Manager

Low High Marketing and engagement plan with associated

ESF budget to ensure programme is widely

marketed and individuals engaged. Close

relationships with SEMLEP and local providers

(particularly JCP) to support referrals and

marketing. Gateway reviews will be undertaken

of performance against outputs with mitigating

actions agreed at Steering Group.

Lack of robust financial and claim

systems would put CBC at risk of not

being able to properly monitor or

evidence claims leading to incorrect

claims, clawback or failure to deliver.

Programme

Manager

Low High As the lead body CBC will put in place systems

and contracts to ensure this risk is mitigated. The

programme will be closely managed, ensuring

failure to deliver or incorrect claims are identified

quickly and project managed effectively.

Systems and protocols from the previous ESF

project are being further developed with the

Finance Team to ensure match funding can be

properly evidenced and claimed, and that



expenditure is ESF eligible. In addition, an

European Funding Finance Manager (funded by

ESF) within the corporate finance team will

ensure financial implications are monitored and

embedded within the council.

ESF claims are in arrears and DWP

withhold a final payment at the end

(usually 10%) until the final claim has

been verified.

Programme

Manager

High Low A full cash flow forecast for the programme has

been completed which highlights any financial

pressures on the Council. Any ESF claims which

are awaiting payment would be treated as an

accrual rather than a pressure. The European

Funding Finance Manager will be responsible for

the management of the budget.

Lack of robust protocols and contracts

would put CBC at risk of not meeting

funding requirements or the risk of

partners underperforming leading to

clawback.

Programme

Manager

Low High Service level agreements with local authority

delivery partners will be approved by legal

services and such agreement will be consistent

with the content of the Council’s bid and terms of

the grant funding agreement. If a clawback

situation arises due to a failure of a partner, we

will ensure it is passed to the correct deviating

delivery partner through a formal Service Level

Agreement. Any procured delivery will include

ESF compliant contracts to ensure providers

comply with all project requirements.



Risk of IT systems not being robust

leading to difficulties in monitoring

performance and evidence.

Programme

Manager

Low Low An existing CBC Management Information

System is being explored to manage the

programme. This will be extended through a

cloud based version to enable the system to be

accessed by external delivery partners. Due to

the timeframes involved in establishing

SEaMLESS, as well as the time it would take to

procure a new system, it has been agreed by the

partners that this will be funded outside of the

ESF project. Discussions are taking place with

ICT to ensure the system is fully compliant with

security and other requirements. This system and

access will need to be stable, comply with data

protection and allow for meaningful data to be

analysed ensuring the smooth monitoring of

delivery and performance.

Risk of data protection and information

security if not robustly dealt with.

Programme

Manager

Low High Management Information System must comply

with data protection. Protocols and forms to be

developed in line with data protection and

information security requirements. Staff training

on all aspects.



Risk of clawback if we cannot

demonstrate compliance to the ESF

auditors.

Programme

Manager

Medium High Work closely with DWP to establish monitoring

requirements. Implement Management

Information System to provide monitoring of

delivery and performance. Robust performance

monitoring and evidence checks will be

undertaken by the Programme Manager,

Contract Management Officers and European

Funding Finance Manager. Issues will be

discussed at Steering Group meetings to ensure

criteria are met. CBC internal Audit Team will

provide guidance and peer review/audits.

Procurement guidance to ensure ESF

procurement requirements are complied with.

Failure in timely recruitment or issues in

finding appropriate skills set for new

roles

Programme

Manager

Medium Medium Early development of Job Descriptions, close

working with HR to undertake early recruitment,

subject to approval of funding. Targeted

marketing to partners, networks and other HR

channels. Internal staff resources to be provided

as intermediate solution if delay occurs. Key core

skills essential but internal training if skills set

cannot be found.

Fixed term new posts for CBC would be

at risk or would be withdrawn

completely if the funding doesn’t come

forward or the programme terminates

early.

Project

Sponsor

Medium Medium Funding for the project comes from ESF and

match funding provided by services in the local

authorities. The local authority partners are

sharing in the risk through a service level

agreement and the project is based on previous

experience of similar provision in each local

authority area. There is confidence that the



project will deliver its outputs. However, the

quarterly gateways will ensure that this progress

is monitored closely and that mitigation is put in

place if the programme is not performing.

There is reputational risk to CBC if the

programme fails to deliver and we fail to

claim the fully allocated amounts of

ESF.

Project

Sponsor

Low Medium The risks of underspend and clawback can be

successfully mitigated through robust monitoring

of funding claims and ensuring compliance with

the ESIF regulations. Any possible reputational

risks will be monitored and highlighted to the

Director of Regeneration and Business.

ESIF allocations to SEMLEP (and the

wider UK) have been made in Euros at a

fixed Exchange Rate. There is a risk that

the overall allocations may vary over

time in line with exchange rate

fluctuations.

Project

Sponsor

High Low This is being managed by the LEPs committing to

funds at an early stage of the programme in

sterling and they will take account of any

exchange rate fluctuations by varying

uncommitted funding.

Brexit has created uncertainty about the

future stability of EU funded

programmes.

Project

Sponsor

High Low A government guarantee has been given to

honour all EU funded projects which are signed

before we leave the EU.

Brexit may create uncertainty for

participants and/or reluctance to engage

with an EU funded programme.

Programme

Manager

Low Low A communication and marketing plan will be

established, and this will include guidance for

delivery partners on how to respond to questions

around the use of EU funding post-Brexit.

Standard wording will also be created to be used

in responses to press enquiries and FOI requests

on this topic.



The majority of the outcomes from the project

have been profiled to be achieved before the UK

leaves Brexit, assuming Article 50 is triggered in

Spring 2017, and if necessary, the targets could

be re-profiled to minimise the number of new

participants being engaged on the programme

after the UK leaves the EU.

Participants reluctant to engage with

programmes funded by DWP

Programme

Manager

Low Low The induction and engagement process with

clients will explain how personal data is used and

which information will or will not be shared with

DWP. Potential participants will be signposted to

alternative provision where possible if they are

unwilling to participate in a DWP funded

programme.


